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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0216/2009 by Lenka Hlochova (Czech) on failure to recognise her 
British and Czech secondary school education in connection with an 
application for further education in Germany

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner complains that the education authorities in Cologne refuse to recognise her 
British and Czech upper secondary school education in connection with an application for a 
place in the Social Science faculty of the 'Fachhochschule Köln'. The petitioner, who 
previously studied English, Romance languages and Political Science at the University of
Cologne, acknowledges that her British upper secondary school education only comprises a 
limited number of subjects (German, psychology and geography) but the Czech school 
leaving certificate is recognised by the Central Office for the Allocation of Places within 
Higher Education (ZVS) as fully equivalent to a German school leaving certificate. As she 
believes that this is a case of a serious failure to respect the applicable EU provisions on the 
recognition of diplomas, she asks the European Parliament to intervene. 

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 3 June 2009. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
202 (6).

3. Commission reply, received on 1 September 2009.

The petitioner is a Czech national who has been living in Germany since 2002 when she 
began studying English, Romance languages and Political Science at the University of 
Cologne. She completed her secondary school education in England in a limited number of 
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subjects (German, Psychology and Geography). She then sat an additional exam in the Czech 
Republic in Czech language and literature and obtained her secondary education certificate
there. According to the petitioner, the Czech secondary education certificate is generally 
recognised by the German authorities, in this case, the Central Office for the Allocation of 
Places within Higher Education (ZVS, Zentralstelle für die Vergabe von Studienplätzen), as 
being fully equivalent to the German school leaving certificate.

However, when she applied to the Social Sciences Faculty of a higher education institution in 
Cologne (Fachhochschule Köln), she was not admitted on the grounds that her secondary 
education certificate only entitled her to study humanities subjects (geisteswissenschaftlichen 
Fächern) such as literature and history.  

The petitioner considers the German authorities’ refusal a serious breach of Community law 
with respect to the recognition of diplomas and requests that the European Parliament 
intervene. 

The Commission’s comments

This petition falls within the domain of academic recognition of diplomas since the chief aim 
of the petitioner is clearly to pursue further study, subject to the recognition of her Czech 
secondary education certificate.  

The main responsibility for academic recognition of diplomas lies with the public authorities 
of Member States rather than with the European Union institutions. The role of the latter 
involves encouraging Member States to implement effective and transparent systems of 
recognition. To this effect, the Commission encouraged Member States to set up a network of 
information centres in order to help solve such difficulties of academic recognition. More 
specific information can be found on the website (National Academic Recognition 
Information Centres – NARIC - http://www.enic-naric.net/), which also lists points of contact 
for all Member States.    

With regard to academic recognition of diplomas, as with other domains which fall within the 
scope of the EC treaty, discrimination on grounds of nationality is strictly banned. However, 
in this case, the petitioner does not seem to be a victim of such discrimination. It is the nature 
of her academic background rather than her nationality which prevents her admission on to 
the higher education course for which she applied in Germany. Thus, the Commission 
believes the decision for a candidate from Germany or with the equivalent German secondary 
education applying for a higher education place without the relevant subjects would be the 
same. 

Conclusion

In view of the above, the Commission suggests that the petitioner consult the points of contact 
in the Czech Republic and Germany referred to in the website above and remains at her 
disposal for further assistance from them if she can present proof of having been a victim of 
discrimination on grounds of nationality, or having been treated differently from students with 
German secondary education.   


